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Introduction

Did you ever wonder about a region?  Well guess what 
I'm studying  one isn't that great !And a region  is a part 
of a country that's kind of similar to the others 



Location /language /flag!!

Cajun the country is in 
louisana and louisana is 
located in southern were 

Texas is by the south-
The Mississippi allviaul 

plain lies along the lower 
Mississippi River.In 

louisana ,it reaches from 
the Arkansas state line to 
golf of Mexico .The plain 
has louisana most fertail 

soil

This a picture of 
:The Golf Of 

Mexico



Landforms/water

Lake pontrain is a betufiul lake of brakish salty,water in the southern 
louisana.itnwas 40 miles,64 kilometers long and 25 meters Mississippi is 

one of chief rivers of North America and the second longest river in United 
States only the Missouri is longer.The Missouri flows 2,340 miles.

This is a 
picture of 

lake 
pontrain

This a photo of the 
Mississippi River 



Holiday🎄🎄🎄🎄🎉🎉
Christmas🎄 is a special day 

because it's the birth of Jesus and 
his parents are Mary and 
Joseph. Mardi Gras is a 

holiday this is what it's 
about :He was born and raised 

in mamou the Mardi Gras 
festvial came about els last day 

before lent Catholic time of 
fasting leading up to east many 
catholic in Cajuns give up. The 
4th of July repesents our flag 

and its corlors  we like to 
celebrate with our friends and 

family and some of the  fire 
works are that color of 

Presidents' Day and indapendits

They have 
parades and 

they  they 
make these 
costumes to 

wear!

They have 
people who  

dress up like 
there the 

captain of the 
ship and they 

play the 
trumpet



Art/Music
 Cajun people create  different kinds of art and 

music!American music form originating among 
the African-American croles of 

louisana .Drawing on elements of traditional 
music as jazz,country,western and blues,is 

characterized by French lyrics. A very different 
form of music found only I louisana is that of the 

Cajuns .A Cajun band is made up of musicians 
who play fiddle,guitar and push-button 

accordion ,and set of steel triangles .The  tunes 
are lively and ussauly sung French .Song is fast 

paced and wriitten with dance is Zydeco is a 
newer style of music,growing out of the croles 

musical tradition called LaLa.It also uses the 
push button ,a accordion as well as a washboard 

and spoons

Zydeco plays the push-
Button according 

Colorful Mardi Gras 
outfits are ? 
generations 



School📝📝📓🎓
Cajun students are different from Robinson 
elementary students because we have I pads and 
they have computers,they have desks and we have 
tables ,they have a cholk board and we have 
active board

They use 
chalk boards 

not 
activeboardsWe have a 

active -board

We use I 
pads 

They use 
computers 



Religion🤔🤔
The cilvation of ancient grecce lasted 

from 110 bce to him bce .Ancient 
Greece is often called birth place of 

western slivlation.Its tradition coulture 
and politics survived longer after the 
conquering Romans took over. Easter  
is a special day because it's when the 
bunny come  out and you get to die 

eggs and you get to celebrate with there 
family and   friends church is special 
place because it worship God and we 

share about what he'd done and 
accomplished and all the blessings he 

gives you'll be happy to take them 

This is a 
goddesses 

LITTLE 
BABY JESUS 



Games/Daylife
The New Orlands saints of 

national football league and new 
orlands hornets of national 
basketball association are 

louisana's major perfetional sports 
teams back,Drew The longest 

boxing match in history is thought 
to have been held in new orlands 

in April 1893 and it lasted 110 
rounds,witch took 7 hr.and 19 
min.The match ended in a tie

This a football player 
named:Drew 

Bress💯💯



Conclusion

So now you see the 
betufiul things of cajun



Links/websites

av2books.com

http://av2books.com


Glossary
Cajun:Is a culture which is 

non as a group of people

Active board: It's a 
school tool and you use 

it  to show students 
things and other stuff

Drew  Bree's :Drew Bree's is 
a football player and he goes 

for New Orlands

Football:football is a kind of 
sports that they play in Cajun 

Ancient Grecce:This a 
person who believed 12 

main gods

Zydeco 💁:Zydeco was a 
woman who played the 
Play-Button -accordin

Mardi Gras:mardi gras 
is a holiday  that Cajuns 

celebrate 


